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Abstract 
The rise of concerns on equality in the commodity markets has begun to put producers as a critical party 

in trading activities. Overwhelming critics purposed to attract a bigger attention over producers should 

be answered by engineers in order to deliver social justice for all parties. As a vital factor in any trading 

activities of commodities, price information should transparently be derived from international markets 

into local levels for being provided to producers. This paper presents an initiative on how an 

information system of commodity market prices should be developed. Direct information is the target 

by establishing an appropriate information system that connects all influencing factors in a real-time 

price derivation. To do so, value chain is posited as the base approach. Then, diagrams of information 

system and required infrastructures are proposed to provide a fundamental understanding for future 

system developments at either theoretical or practical levels. 
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1. Introduction 

Commodities are traded all over the world. Limitations encountered by countries in fulfilling 

their national needs of commodities for consumptions have made supplies and demands to get 

ever-growingly exchanged between countries. In fact, any type of commodities is traded 

across countries, which may then depend on what kinds of products are required by a 

destination country. On that manner, market prices continuously change over time. 

In general, an excessively-long value chain has been occurring to almost all types of 

commodity, which has then weakened social justice for its members [1]. As the weakest 

value chain member [2], producers may not understand the origin of prices given for their 

products. Thus, a system is required to include all information in the chain for justifying a 

given market price for producers [3]. Besides, it needs to combine hardware and software to 

build a functional yet flexible structure. Thus, this study must answer following questions: 

Q1 What kind of system may deliver a justified market price for producers by processing 

a huge amount of information in a set of interconnected value chains? 

Q2 What kind of infrastructures are required by the system? 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

Social justice for communities as the producers of commodities being traded has been known 

as a critical factor to achieve a global resilience [4-6]. Any decision making on commodity 

price hence requires an adaptation to include all involved parties. In particular, value chain is 

becoming quite important in understanding price transformations from international markets 

to local trading activities. As a means for providing an agile and transparent value chain, 

information system is critically required. Engineers shall begin to include all activities at all 

trading levels within a value chain into price derivative equations. However, unique 

situations in each production area may trigger obstacles in generalizing the equations. It must 

be solved by developing an expert system, which may distinguish proper price equations for 

every specific value chain from top-level buyers to producers as the lowest level. In fact, 

while international market has already been founded on a structured system, local markets are 

more likely unstructured [3] due to liquid interactions between producers and local traders 

[7]. Any information system must hence be aware with a condition as such to provide highly-

accurate price information for farmers. Besides, the system needs to encourage continuous 

check-and-balances between value chain members. It is critical to prevent any support to ever 

profit gaining activities by traders that leave producers as the least profit-gainers [8]. 

 
Fig. 1. Theoretical Framework 

Based on these understandings, the system should be founded on four facets (Fig. 1). The 

first one is value chain, covering a real condition of price derivations from base prices taken 

in the international commodity markets into local prices throughout the chain. The condition 

is then compiled into a dedicated database as the second facet, containing equations of price 

derivation for each existing value chain. Next, the third facet is a compact processing system 

in which each flow of request is interpreted, calculated, and then delivered back in a human-

readable form of information to a producer. Then, the last facet is request-and-feedback. 

While a request is sent by a producer based on one’s preferences on required information, a 

feedback contains information for being sent back by the process to a requesting producer. 
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3. System Engineering 

3.1 Information system 

System behind the whole information is important due to critical roles of social justice 

elements in providing price information for producers. In general, the system is divided into 

two big parts (Fig. 2). The first part is Value Chain information, covering all value chain 

members from international buyers to local collectors. In general, international buyers are big 

companies that have manufacturing plants for making end products from commodities being 

traded. They develop their supply chains by cooperating with international traders. Next, the 

traders extend their connection to national traders. National traders are usually owned by the 

same international traders but with some adaptations required to comply with specific 

national regulations. They coordinate smaller teams known as regional traders as a further 

extension of their connections with local traders. Local traders may possibly be independent 

parties from the international market. Their sole role is to connect the market to producers. 

As a means for increasing competitiveness, any connection between local traders to 

producers and higher chains commonly occurs through liquid trading interactions. 

 
Fig. 2. Transforming Value Chain into Information System 

Furthermore, the second part is Information System itself, covering two sub-parts, i.e. 

Registered Database (RB) and Processing System (PS). RB compiles value chain alternatives 

that may exist between each international buyer to local traders. As a means for avoiding 

“black traders”, registration is required to verify each trader and maintain trading availability. 

Database is compiled based on both top-down and bottom-up networks. Top-down refers to 

interconnected parties based on buyers’ database. On the other hand, bottom-up is compiled 

voluntary by local traders and producers based on their local conditions. The bottom-up 
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registration may also be simply conducted by establishing a coordination with local partners 

or government to ensure local supports to the system. Coordination may produce reliable data 

along with reducing required efforts in encouraging a bottom-up data compilation. 

Then, PS consists of several processing units to process requests from and deliver 

feedback to producers. Each processing unit has its own role within the whole PS. The most 

critical units are database handler, request processors, and feedback sender. The handler 

conducts compilation and database control. It compiles informative inputs from both top-

down and bottom-up and then controls the access and interconnected information. It also acts 

as the gate of information security, e.g. buyers’ internal data. Next, request processors 

conduct requests management to distinguish each request based on its type and/or requested 

information. The processors may exist locally  as well as internationally. International request 

processor manages requests sent by local processor and connect them to database handler. 

Local processor conducts some locally required process to reduce resources allocation on the 

whole processing system. Then, feedback sender transforms processed results into a human-

readable format and sends the translated outputs back to each specific requesting producer. 

 

3.2 System infrastructures 

Then, the system infrastructure is designed by referring to the Information System. The 

infrastructures consist of four structures (Fig. 3). The first is producer’s device to send price 

request and receive price information. By considering financial issues, text-based device is 

preferred. Hence, formatted text is required. However, an easier procedure may also be taken 

by using blank text message as the default format. Additional information may also be written 

if there are specific additional information, e.g. price in other place(s) and/or specific value-

chain path. Then, the request is received by second structure, i.e. filter system, which is an 

automatic filter that is able to locate the position of the sending device. The detection is taken 

through the station-based of device’s cellular number or requester’s registration ID provided 

in the text message. Next, the filter sends its outputs to a cloud system as the main structure. 

Cloud system is chosen due to potentially-overwhelming requests from covered area to the 

whole system. Filter and cloud systems are separated to avoid system rush due to the unique 

characteristics of each request and feedback. A local filter may also be useful to adapt the 

whole system to national regulations. Then, the last structure is value-chain database. It is a 

secure system containing all critical data for request and feedback processing. It is connected 

to both filter and cloud systems. Processing logics are conducted based on compiled database. 
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Fig. 3. System Infrastructures 

Practically, a producer sends a request by using a formatted text message. Text message 

source is taken from device’s position if there is no determined place request. When a price 

request is sent from a producer’s device, it is automatically filtered first to distinguish value-

chain path alternatives that may exist from local area to national area. The chains are selected 

based on registered value chain members in the database. It provides a temporary output on 

several best alternatives among random existing chains. Next, the output is sent to cloud 

system for being processed. The cloud system gathers international market prices from real-

time commodity stock markets based on alternatives sent by the filter system. The cloud will 

process those alternatives and connect them into an existing international market network. 

International market prices are then processed to get the international base price of each value 

chain alternative. After that, each price is derived throughout its single chain alternative to 

get a local price. The results are interpreted as price alternatives for a producer to sell one’s 

commodity. Then, cloud system sends the results back to the producer’s device with required 

information, e.g. each filtered chain path from local to regional levels and its local price. The 

information is cut in-between regional and national to avoid a confusing interpretation due to 

dynamic and fragile conversions, e.g. currency exchanges or hourly stock changes. Regional 

and local chains are required to encourage control and balance from producers to local 

traders. Then, a transparency from local to regional value chains may pull traders’ 

competitiveness up and hence discourage any local monopoly/monopsony. 

 

4. Conclusion, Implications, and Further Research 

An information system of commodity market prices has been recognized as being critical in 

delivering social justice for producers. A long value-chain should be transformed into a 

useful information scheme on the market price of a specific commodity for its producer. The 

proposed system has four facets (Fig. 1). Each facet has its own roles within the whole 

system. These facets are then interpreted into a system that converts value chain information 
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into an integrated information system (Fig. 2). Then, required infrastructures have been 

explored to build an agile system for processing price requests into feedbacks (Fig. 3). 

Looking at diagrams provided in this study (Fig.1 and Fig. 2), implications are mostly 

directed to national governments of involved countries. National governments as the highest 

regulator at national level as well as the strongest negotiator at international level has the 

most critical position in the system. At national level, government should encourage regional 

and local governments to establish a bottom-up database compilation. Local infrastructures 

adapted from this study (Fig. 3) to national regulation are dependent to the decision of a 

national government. Despite, for example, within a fully autonomous or remote area, 

government is a neutral party to build required infrastructures. At international level, 

suppliers and demanders can be easily distinguished. Intermediate distributors can also be 

determined from value chains. Thus, national government must act as a strategic negotiator in 

developing adapted equations for price derivation to pursue social justice for producers. 

Further research is required to implement this initiative into practices. Researches may 

possibly be conducted in terms of infrastructures study or logics behind decisions on value-

chain path designation in processing a request. Policy area is also interesting to explore on 

how to connect interests of many value chain members from producers to top-level buyers. 
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